10 Medieval media and minorities

Jews and Muslims in the Cantigas de Santa Maria

David Nirenberg

Pars Teölic: “construct les mes bondades seria grand reguencerio.”

Like the ancient Psalms of David, the medieval Cantigas de Santa Maria (Songs to Holy Mary) present themselves as a poetic and musical communication between an earthly and a heavenly monarch. But unlike the psalms, we possess the Cantigas in something like the form intended by their royal “author,” and can say a great deal about their production. Four manuscripts of the Cantigas survive, all of them contemporaneous (or nearly contemporaneous) with King Alfonso X “the Wise” of Castile, and three of them richly illustrated. Moreover the poems, illuminations, and music make constant allusion to their historical context (Castle is the mid to late 13th century), a context about which we know a great deal (although never as much as we would like) from numerous other sources. Many of the miracle stories collected in the work are placed in the realm of daily life, their protagonists not only the king, but also women, children, and men from all stations and multiple faiths. These poems and their illuminations seem therefore to provide a window into medieval reality, and it is for that purpose that they are often turned to, as when historians reconstruct the king’s biography on the basis of the poems, or write articles on what the Cantigas teach us about the possibilities of existence for Muslims and Jews in Christian Castilian society.

There were indeed many Jews and Muslims living in the Christian kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula, at least relative to their populations in other Christian lands, and the manuscripts of the Cantigas certainly tell us something about the lives of those non-Christians may have led. But in this essay I would like to begin to suggest that when the Christian poets, illuminators, and editors of the Cantigas represented Jews or Muslims (or demons or “blasphemous” Christians) within their pages, they were not only or even necessarily describing the practices of living Jews or Muslims (or demons, or Christians with views different than their own). They were also, and often, seeking to legitimate the arts – music, poetry, painting, politics – in which they were engaged, and to define the forms of representation characteristic of the Cantigas themselves as a medium of communication between the human and the divine.
Specifically, I'd like to explore the possibility that the Escorial (T.I.I.) and Florence (Banco Rari 20) manuscripts of the Cantigas de Santa Maria make claims about their own status as salvific media, claims that proceed by casting critics of that status as enemies of God, and especially as Jews and Muslims. Within the Cantigas, as within Christian culture more generally, representations of Judaism, Islam, heresy, etc., played a central role in the articulation of the possibilities and limits of poetic and pictorial mediation, communication, signification, and representation. By focusing on this role, I hope to clarify some of the ways in which medieval Christian media were produced and reflected upon through projections of Judaism and Islam, meditative projections which in turn shaped the possibilities of existence for real people, Jewish, Christian, and Muslim alike.

An example of how the Cantigas reflect upon their own status as medium and material object might help clarify the point. The unbound Florentine manuscript was partly produced (work on the manuscript may have continued after the king's death) in the early 1280s, when the elderly king was more or less a prisoner in Seville, the one city that remained loyal to him in the midst of a civil war in which his son and many vessels rebelled against him on the grounds (among others) that he was a lover of Jews and a "Jewish" tyrant. The manuscript contains an illuminated cantiga (number 209) (Figure 10.1) entitled "He who denies God and His blessings commits a great error and is grievously wrong." The song's first person announces that it is written by the king himself, and relates how, when Alfonso was ill and seemed about to die in 1270, he refused the advice of his doctors and turned to the Virgin instead.

I shall tell you what happened to me while I lay in Victoria, so ill that all believed I should die there and did not expect me to recover. . . . The doctors ordered hot clothes placed on me but I refused them and ordered, instead, that Her Book [that is, a manuscript of the Cantigas themselves] be brought to me. They placed it on me, and at once I lay in peace. The pain subsided completely, I felt very well and cried no more. I gave thanks to Her for it, because I know well She was dismayed at my afflictions.

The poem represents the king's choice as one between the sciences of the flesh and of the spirit. Rejecting medicine, the king is miraculously cured by the object he calls for instead: a manuscript of his own songs to the Virgin. A contemporary audience might already have heard a "Jewish" option in that choice, since church councils and synods sometimes prohibited the summoning of Jewish doctors to the bedside of patients in extremis, and ordered instead the calling of a confessor. That same audience might also have caught a whiff of irony, or at least of propaganda, since King Alfonso "the Wise" was known to have a penchant for science, and for Jewish physicians.

A theologically attuned hearer of this poem might have detected some anti-Jewish projection in its celebration of the miraculous power of Alfonso's poetry, insofar as that power was represented in Pauline terms within the poem, as a choice of "Christian" spirit over "Jewish" flesh. But the anti-Jewishness of the
celebration might have been more obvious to a viewer of the manuscript than to the audience of the poem, for if Francisco Prado-Vilar is right, the illumination, unlike the poem, explicitly represents the king’s choice as a rejection of Judaism.

For according to Prado-Vilar, the artist cast the instructing physician in the first panel as a Jew. The king refuses the Jew’s advice, and the Jewish physician disappears from the scene while the book is brought forth, returning only to witness the miraculous cure.

The illumination concludes with a scene of worship: the king is kissing the book, raised up to heaven, while the faithful (the Jewish doctor benished) stand before him in prayer. The manuscript, by this reading, deploys anti-Jewish projection in order to represent its own miraculous confirmation as a medium between God and man, worthy of being kissed by the royal author himself. The claim is bold. It is, after all, not a bible or liturgical manuscript being celebrated here as a wonder-working object. Alfonso himself does seem to have thought of his collection as a liturgical work: in his testament he ordered that the manuscripts be deposited in his funeral chapel in Seville, and read annually as part of the liturgy on the Vigil feast day.

Alfonso is kissing the work of his own hands (and that of his scriptum): an anthology of poetry by laymen, richly illustrated by (or at the behest of) those laymen with images of themselves.

Even if the book being kissed had been a bible, the Pauline tension between an emphasis on its mediatizing materiality and its divine truth could have been expressed in anti-Jewish terms. Indeed, the Church fathers had condemned the use of biblical texts to work miraculous cures as a misplaced “Jewish” yearning for signs in the flesh. But what makes the claims of the Cantigas all the more remarkable is that the principal arts deployed within them — painting and poetry — were themselves subject to so much criticism as “Jewish” forms of representation in early and medieval Christian culture. It is precisely because this was the case — and this is my basic point in these pages — that the representation of Jews, Muslims, and other enemies of God and of Christian representation were so useful to the creators of the Cantigas in justifying their delight in these arts.

Given that we possess anthologies stuffed with medieval poetry and churches overflowing with images, it is easy to forget that across the centuries many Christians have considered these arts pernicious. Their stigma was double, inherited from both Athens and Jerusalem. Think, for example, of the repeated criticism of both poetry and art (indeed of all forms of representation) in Plato’s writings. Jumping to Jerusalem, the apostle Paul had similar concerns about art and writing. The opening of his epistle to the Romans, for example, conflates the Mosaic Law’s concern with the worship of images with the ontological preoccupations of Platonic philosophy in order to arrive at a general critique of our knowledge of things in the world.

Ever since the creation of the world, the invisible existence of God and his everlasting power have been clearly seen by the mind’s understanding of created things. And so these people have no excuse. . . . While they claimed to be wise, in fact they were growing so stupid that they exchanged the glory of the immortal God for an imitation [homoioimata, counterfeit], for the image [skikon] of a mortal human being, or of birds, or animals, or crawling things.

(Rom. 1:20–25)

Image and imitation lead to perdition. Christians should rather “look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen” (2 Cor. 4:18).

Similar dangers were thought to attend use of language. Remember the Pauline dictum: “for written letters kill, but the Spirit gives life” (2 Cor. 3:6). In his earlier epistle to the Galatians, Paul had suggested that excessive attention to the letter, the word, the sign and symbol, the fleshly appearance of things, was a peculiarly “Jewish” error, and he used the verb “to judaize” to describe those Christians who (to his mind) worshipped this fleshly appearance rather than an inner spiritual reality. In Ecumen he developed this theme in order to criticize both those Jews who had not reconnected with Jesus, and those Christians who he believed placed mistaken emphasis on the literal meaning of scripture: “The real Jew is the one who inwardly a Jew, and real circumcision is in the heart, a thing not of the letter but of the spirit” (2:29).

Like Paul (and sometimes under his influence), the gospel authors also developed special figures of Judaism through which to enact the fatal error of seeing only the fleshly significance, rather than the spiritual meaning, of a sign or thing: e.g., to see Jesus as the man he appears to be, rather than as the God he is; or to understand the Hebrew Bible only in its literal meaning, rather than in the spiritual sense that announces the coming of Jesus; or to place priority on treasure and beauty in this world, rather than the next. Think, for example, of the Pharisees:

Everything they do is done to attract attention, like wearing broader headbands and longer tassels. . . . Blind Pharisee! Clean the inside of cup and dish first so that it and the outside are both clean. Alas for you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs that look handsome on the outside, but inside are full of the bones of the dead and every kind of corruption. In just the same way, from the outside you look upright, but inside you are full of hypocrisy and lawlessness.

(Mat. 23:5, 26–28)

There swells about this figure of the Pharisee a confusion between appearance and meaning, beauty and truth, material exterior and spiritual interior. Out of this confusion we can begin to see types of Judaism emerging in Christian thought to represent misplaced priorities, the wrong kind of attention to the medium, an absorption that focuses on the literal beauty of this world rather than seeing through it into the next; precisely the kind of misplaced attention with which art and poetry will be taxed.

The case of art and devotional images is perhaps more familiar than that of poetry. Of course we know that images did find their way into Christian devotion, in part through the argument that through the visible they helped orient the believer’s inner eye toward the invisible. But we should not forget that they never
lost their vulnerability to stigmatization as misleading and material illusion, attracting the eye toward outer appearance rather than inner truth. Debates about images never disappeared from Christianity, and figures of Judaism played many and often opposing roles in those debates.

These diverse possibilities are already evident in 394 ce, during a debate over the decoration of churches that took place between a relatively obscure presbyter named Nepotian and the much more famous St. Jerome. In an earlier letter Nepotian had apparently invoked the example of the Jews and their Temple as justification for the Christian decoration of churches with expensive materials and images. Jerome attacked precisely that point in his counterargument: "and let no one allege against me the wealth of the temple of Judea, its tables, its lamps . . . and the rest of its golden vessels." Those things of the Temple, Jerome explains, were "figures typifying things still in the future." But for Christians, who live in that future, "the Law is spiritual." If Christians "keep to the letter" to this, they must keep it in everything, and adopt the Jewish rituals: "Rejecting the superstitious of the Jews, we must also reject the gold; or approving the gold, we must approve the Jews as well. For we must either accept them with the gold or condemn them with it." Note Jerome's infectious logic: those who choose to decorate churches must become Jews.

These arguments do not disappear in the Middle Ages. Bernard of Clairvaux, for example, famously aligned decarators of churches with the Jews. The true Christian, wrote Bernard, regards "all things . . . as dung." (Bernard is here echoing St. Paul, Philippians 3:8; St. Jerome, Letter 52:10). Those who fill sanctuaries with material beauty are not Christians but "Jewish-money-lenders," driven by "wvires, which is the service of idols." Small wonder, Bernard complained elsewhere, that there are many who confuse churches with synagogues.14 Somewhat less famously, a late-15th-century anonymous Spanish author invoked St. Paul's linkage of idolatry and sodomy (in chapter one of Romans cited above) in order to exhort his fellow Christians not to contaminate themselves with devotional art objects or fall into homosexual contamination.15 In this he was in keeping with an important strand of medieval thought. Every step in the development of devotional art had its dissenters. Some of these dissenters came to be canonized as saints, others condemned as heretics, still others given the contested name of reformers (think of Martin Luther or John Calvin). But regardless of their differing fortunes, what many of them shared was the view that there is something Judaizing about art.16

These struggles over images are well known. Perhaps less familiar is the fact that poetry also faced a stream of Christian critique across the centuries, not only (in early and late antique Christianity) because of its association with pagan Greek and Roman myth and culture, but also because, in its emphasis on verbal beauty, it was thought (like art) to emphasize too much the deceitful exterior of the letter, appealing more to our sensual desires for beauty than our spiritual love of truth.

St. Augustine took up both strands of this critique. In The City of God he drew on the Roman and Greek philosophical tradition to condemn the "poetic theology" of the Romans as lies (mendacia) and poisonous delight (poenis deletatio). The history of art and the history of poetry in Christian Europe are, in part, a history of how art and poetry have defended themselves against these criticisms, and articulated their legitimacy as truthful, even salvific, practices of representation and forms of knowledge. The Carthagare deserves a distinguished place in that

And in book iv of On Christian Doctrine he drew on Cicero to launch a more general critique of poetry and rhetoric: "eloquence without wisdom is frequently a positive injury, and is never a positive service." Beauty must be deployed only in the service of truth, "for of what use is a golden key, if it cannot open what we want it to open?" The problem is that over the course of human affairs "so much labor has been spent by men on beauty of expression" not in order to teach the good, but on the contrary, to teach the bad, "merely for the sake of being read with pleasure." Augustine concludes by associating this perverted aesthetics with Judaism:

May God avert from His Church what the prophet Jeremiah says of the synagogue of the Jews: "A wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the land: the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests oppress them with their hands; and my people love to have it so: and what will you do in the end thereof?"17

King Alfonso's near contemporary St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) pursued a similar critique of poetry in his Summa Theologica. Revealingly, he placed the discussion of poetry in a section of his treatise dedicated to questions about the "ceremonial precepts" of the "Old Law." Why are these finicky ceremonies in the Scriptures, and how should a Christian relate to them? In clarifying this difficult question of Christianity's relationship to the ceremonies of Judaism - the same question that had animated Peter and Paul's debate discussed earlier - the "Angelic Doctor" turns to a cognitive analogy.

Just as human reason fails to grasp poetical expressions on account of their being lacking in truth, so does it fail to grasp Divine things perfectly, on account of the subtlety of the truth they contain: and therefore in both cases there is need of signs by means of sensible figures.

In other words, poetry has to depend upon aesthetic representations because of a lack of truth, whereas Scripture does so because of an excess of the same: divine truth is so great as to be beyond human comprehension.

Thomas was fully aware that the Christian cannot escape aesthetics. Even the salvific domains of scripture and liturgy must utilize language in a fashion similar to the secular and sensual domains of poetry and rhetoric. It is in order to heighten the contrast between the two that he insisted on condemning poetry to a position even more distant from truth than Plato had done: "Poetic fictions have no purpose except to signify: and such signification does not go beyond the literal sense." Remember the Pauline dictum: "for written letters kill, but the Spirit gives life" (2 Cor. 3:6). For Aquinas, as for many other divines, poetry is restricted to the domain of the flesh and the letter, that is, to the deadly domain of "Judaism."18

The history of art and the history of poetry in Christian Europe are, in part, a history of how art and poetry have defended themselves against these criticisms, and articulated their legitimacy as truthful, even salvific, practices of representation and forms of knowledge. The Carthagare deserves a distinguished place in that
history, for they are quite aware that art has enemies, judging from the effort they dedicate to staging that enmity and its miraculous defeat. Cantiga 297 directly confronts the clerical critics of art. It sings of a friar who visited the court of a king possessed of a particularly beautiful and miracle-working statue of Mary. The "false friar who did not believe in God" upbraided the king, reproaching him with idiocy for his excessive belief "that there is power in carved wood," and accusing of blindness everyone who cannot see how foolish is such belief. The king condemns in turn the incredulous cleric, and predicts that he will come to a bad end. The friar does indeed go mad, and the cantiga delivers something of a theological defense of Christian image worship, though not perhaps one that would pass more learned examination.

If the frequency of a polemic is any indication of the contested-ness of a position, then the compilers of the Cantigas were aware that theirs was precarious indeed, for they multiply both miraculous images, and their enemies. In cantiga 74, the devil himself is enlisted in defense of pictorial realism (Figure 10.2). A painter paints a fresco of the Virgin and of the devil. The two are posed in an exquisite anamnesis, framed by a symmetry of arches and of scaffolding. The symmetry is appropriately imperfect: the artist's pose is different on each side, and his paints and pots are all aligned with the Virgin's portrait, rather than the devil's. The devil is angered by the painter's accurate depiction of his ugliness, and engages the artist in argument, here depicted with all the gestures of rhetoric: art and artist are here staged as a form of anti-demonic disputations. The wretched demon returns while the artist is once again painting a high fresco of the Virgin, and destroys the scaffolding upon which he stands. But the falling painter prays to his patroness, who suspends him miraculously in mid-air by his brush, the tool of his art becoming also the instrument of his salvation.

Among art's more human enemies, Muslims and Jews rank high. Cantiga 99 (Figure 10.3), for example, sings of "how Holy Mary thwarted a great band of Moors who entered a city of Christians and tried to destroy their holy statues." "They saw a statue there which appeared more beautiful than the others," and tried to destroy it, but "the statue bore no mark of having been touched or damaged. They all thought they were going to die there, and realized that God was angered." As happens so often in these illuminations, the illuminator seems to call special attention to the materiality of his practice. With each frame the white background of the parchment becomes increasingly crowded with Muslims, until in the fourth frame, with their irruption into the city, no empty parchment remains, except within an arch in which the Muslims, armed with pickaxes, are scraping away at the page, trying to rid it of its images. They are here the antithesis of the scribes and illuminators, whose painstaking scraping and preparation of the supporting animal hides cleared space for the Christian image. In this case it is the image that miraculously prevails, reappearing within the space cleared by the Muslims, who—in the last panel—free the parchment, leaving its space once again clear and white for illumination.

This poem is but one of many in which the Virgin's image stands for Christian conquest of Islam, and its removal (almost always thwarted) for Christian defeat.
Cantiga 292 makes the logic explicit, when it explains that whenever Ferdinand III (Alfonso’s father) conquered a city from the Muslims, he would place Mary’s image at the mosque’s door. Conversely, when the Muslims threatened to recapture Chinchilla castle in cantiga 185, the Christian defenders put the Virgin’s image to something like trial by battle: “If you are the Mother of God,” they exhorted it, “defend this castle and us, who are yours,” lest it “fall into the power of the unbelieving moors, and so they may not burn your statues.” In Chinchilla’s case Muslim conquest was averted. But in the case of Jerez, which was in fact lost to the Muslims for a year or two during the revolt of the Mudéjars in 1264, cantiga 345 explains that the king and queen first learned of the loss because both simultaneously dreamt, during siestas in Seville, that the image of Virgin and Child were surrounded by fire. They thus realized that the snarler de Jerez had fallen, and sorrowed because “a omagen da Virgen avis al recehudo.” The reconquest in 1266 was, not surprisingly, marked by a “very great procession” restoring the Virgin’s image to the chapel, “regia devia ser.”

It is not much of an exaggeration to say that, in the Cantigas, attitudes toward the power of devotional art – and especially toward the Virgin’s image and its miracles – are used to represent the spiritual, as well as the territorial, boundary between Christianity and its enemies. In the songs we’ve seen thus far, that enemy is a Muslim. But in others, the enemy of Christian painting is figured as a Jew. Cantiga 54 (Figure 10.43) provides a famous example. In it a Jew of Constantinople steals an extraordinarily beautiful (so the text tells us) image of the Virgin that has been painted on a board and hung in the street. In the first scene of the illumination the illuminator makes the point starkly but artfully (Figure 10.5, detail). A grotesque Jew in profile is juxtaposed to the painting he holds aloft in his hands, already striding into a doorway whose darkness plays fall to the light color-field of wall from which the painting has been removed. The Jew here serves as an icon of the anti-Iconic, the “pictoriality” of the entire scene emphasized by the accumulation of frames – the border of the illumination, the city walls, and the frame of the icon itself – the illuminators have deployed. In the following scenes the Jew acts accordingly, throwing the painting down a terrace, and defacing it upon it. A Christian then discovers the image, which instead of exuding incense evokes the scent of spices, balms, and ointments, and entrails become a substance like oil. In the last panel we see the board itself enfleshed as object of devotion. And all this, the poem explicitly tells us, the Virgin did “in order to teach” (por dar enseñando). The Jew here serves as an instructive negative example against which the proper Christian attitude toward devotional objects in general, and (I am suggesting) toward the artistic program of the Cantigas in particular, is meant to emerge in high relief.

Even more than devotional art, the vernacular poetry of the laity needed to legitimate its practice within this field of critique, and it met the challenge in much the same way, with the poets striving to present their critics as “Jews” and heretics (Muslims seem here less important), and themselves as enemies of Judaism. Indeed, Alfonsí’s collection begins with a prayer addressing the poor reputation of lay poetry. In that poetic prayer the royal troubadour differentiates good poetry from
bad. The good requires art and judgment, as well as divine aid, and demands that
these skills be deployed, not in praise of "other ladies" as many troubadours do, but
only of the Virgin Mary. Alfonso promises to be a good poet, and asks of the Virgin
in exchange that, if his songs be pleasing to her, she reward him with "the reward
she gives to those she loves." "He who has this assurance will gladly sing for her."25

And yet this assurance seems difficult to come by. One symptom of the insecurity
is that so many of the early songs in the collection are focused on the dangers
of Judaism. The opening pages of the Cantigas in all of their various recensions
are littered with anti-Jewish narratives. They begin (cantiga 2) with a story about
how the Virgin rewarded Alfonso's patron and inspiration, St. Isidore of Toledo,
for preaching against the Jews of Visigothic Spain, some 600 years before Alfon-
so's reign. They continue (cantiga 3) through the story of Theophilus and the Jew
(to which we shall return), then linger (cantiga 4) on an account of a Jewish father
throwing his son into a burning oven.26

The poetic stakes in these opening salvos against the Jews become more explicit
if we contrast two of these early cantigas in the collection. Cantiga 8 (Figure 10.5)
invites the clerical critics of poetry directly into the anthology. It tells the story
of a troubadour (whom it names as Pedro of Seglar) who concluded his poem
to a statue of the Virgin with a request: "Oh glorious one, if you are pleased by
these songs of mine, give us a candle so that we may dine." Immediately a candle

Figure 10.4 Cantiga 34, Escorial Ms. T.1.1, fols. 49v–50r
Source: Photo courtesy of CDILAN

Figure 10.5 Detail cantiga 34, Escorial Ms. T.1.1, fols. 49v–50r
Source: Photo courtesy of CDILAN
descending upon his fiddle, but a Benedictine (judging by the habit in the illumination) monk snatched it out of his hand: "You are an enchanter and we shall not let you have it." The minstrel repeated the lay, and the miracle was repeated as well, but the monk again seized the candle, threatening to accuse the poet of sorcery. A third time the miracle occurred, and this time the audience intervened on behalf of the poet, at which point the monk prostrated himself (Figure 10.7), realizing his error, and converted, so to speak, to poetry. Here poetry's ecclesiastical foes—think, for example, of Thomas Aquinas—are engaged directly, represented as erring Christians. *Canziga* 6 sketches a different approach (Figure 10.8). The song begins with a quasi-scriptural guarantee of truth:

Concerning this, the sacred writings, which neither lie nor err, tell us a great miracle performed in England by the Holy Virgin Mary, with whom the Jews have a great quarrel because Jesus Christ, who reproves them, was born of Her.

The entirely non-scriptural miracle concerns the son of a beggar widow. "The boy was wonderfully gifted and handsome and very quick at learning all he heard. Furthermore he sang so well, sweetly, and pleasantly, that he excelled everyone in his land and beyond."

The *canziga* foregrounds the material wages of poetic mimesis, presenting the boy as a successful professional. "Mother, in all frankness, I advise you that from

*Figure 10.6 Canziga B, Escorial Ms. T.I.1, fols. 15v–v
Source: Photo courtesy of EDILAN

*Figure 10.7 Detail canziga B, Escorial Ms. T.I.1, fols. 15v–v
Source: Photo courtesy of EDILAN*
now on you cease to beg, for Holy Mary gives you all that you wish through me. Let Her provide, for She is very generous." All were pleased by his art and rewarded him "except the Jew, who hated him for it," murdered him with an axe, and secretly buried the body. But the Virgin resurrects her young troubadour, making him sing from the grave so that all the town's Christians are drawn to the spot. They remove the boy from his grave, learn from him what had happened, and promptly kill all the town's Jews.35

There is a double defense of poetry being staged in this story. On the one hand, the story aligns the critics of poetry with the Jews — who crucified Jesus because they blindly perceived only his carnality, and not his divinity — and initializes their extermination. On the other, the Jewish ritual murder of the child-poet is used to align the poet of the Cantigas — that is, Alfonso X — with Christ, persecuted by the Jews. Alfonso is here making a strong Christological claim for his own poetry. And indeed the king was not shy about the claims he made in favor of his own verse. Cantiga 70 (Figure 10.9) announces in its first line that it is a "song of praise of Saint Mary, about how she was greeted by the angels." But the image is not of the Annunciation's archangel Gabriel, but of King Alfonso, presenting the Virgin with an unfurled white scroll of his verses. It is difficult to miss, in this and the other illuminations to the song, the various and over-determined assertions of communicative intimacy between Alfonso and the Queen of Heaven that are encoded in this white scroll, itself representing the Cantigas as meditative object, a sign scraped into skin in order to stake the intertextual claims of Alfonso's poetic songs.36

These meditative claims, the claims of the Cantigas, of their poems and paintings, were of course also political. Politics too is a type of representation, easily and often subject to the criticism that it is excessively oriented toward materialism, legalization, and the lure of worldliness: all aspects of the human that medieval Christians tended to associate with Judaism. Since I lack the space to address politics in these pages, let me underline the point through a brief comparison between two images. The first comes from cantiga 3, the miracle story of Teofilo (Theophillus in the Latin versions), who was the intimate counselor and minister — privato in Castilian — of a bishop. When the bishop died Teofilo was offered the mitre, but turned it down out of humility. Yet as his influence waned under the next bishop he regretted the decision and turned for help to a very different privato, a Jewish minister of Satan who brokered the sale of his soul to the devil in exchange for renewed administrative power. Teofilo eventually repented and prayed to the Virgin Mary, who interceded for him in the heavenly court and convinced her Son to recover the contract from Hell.

There are two options represented in this morality tale: a Christian court, in which power is mediated through virtuous Christian ministers with eternal salvation (the goal); and a Satanic one with Jewish ministers, thirsting for earthly power and condemned to damnation. Over and over the Cantigas proposes the contrast, in order to present Alfonso as a representative of God rather than Satan. We can stage the contrast in the difference between two gestures of homage involving exchanges of scrolls — scrolls which, as I proposed earlier, are signs of the meditative, signs that stand in some sort of relation of representation to the Cantigas themselves as object (Figure 10.10). Here, in cantiga 3, we see Satan unchain
Figure 10.9: Cassina 70, Boccaccio Ms. T.I.1, fol. 103v-104r
Source: Photo courtesy of EDILAN

Figure 10.10: Cassina 3, Boccaccio Ms. T.I.1, fol. 7v-8r
Source: Photo courtesy of EDILAN
with all the trappings of monarchy, with the Jew acting as minister, presenting his client Teodoro's contract to the demotic king. 22 We might say that this scroll stands for the lethal potential of the Pauline letter, its "Jewish" power to kill the Christian soul. Compare to this murderous medium the salvific scroll we encountered in cantiga 70, a poem presented in incarnational homage by Alfonsino to the Virgin Mary. It is through such contrasts, through such representations of poetic and pictorial grace on the one hand, and of its enemies on the other, that Alfonsino and his colleagues sought to define their poetry, their painting, and their politics as Christian and transcendent.

Did this media strategy work? In the case of Teodoro evidently so, since cantiga 3 itself tells us that he was saved. Alfonsino's fate is more doubtful. I've already mentioned that in the 1280s, as these illuminations were being prepared, the king was himself a virtual prisoner in Seville, defeated by multiple rebellions of clerics and aristocrats who accused him of being a lover of Jews. In addition to everything else, the "Songs to the Holy Mary" should also be understood as part of Alfonsino's defense against these charges of "Judaima." In cantiga 235, the dying king is even represented as a Christ figure himself, persecuted and crucified by his "Jewish" enemies, that is, by his rebellious son and subjects. 23

We can speak then, of a defense of poetry, of painting, of the Cantigas as material medium or aesthetic object, and of Alfonsino's own politics, all being staged through representations of his enemies - Jewish, Muslim, and heretics - in the manuscripts. But the question still stands: did this defense succeed? The answer depends on how you measure success. Looking back at the history of his reign, many 14th-century chroniclers agreed that Alfonsino had been condoned by God for his arrogant "Jewish" faith in the wisdom of this world, and their agreement hardened into a tradition that reached deep into modernity, as deep even as the poetry of Baudelaire. 24 In this sense, we might judge Alfonsino's media strategy a failure. But if we take the longer, indeed the eternal view, it was a success. For those same chroniclers, when they pondered the king's fate, assigned him not to Hell but to Purgatory, where he had been placed at the intercession of the Virgin Mary, pleased as she was by the poetry he had devoted to her.

Notes

1 "Authenticity": While scholars agree that King Alfonsino did not compose many of the poems and songs gathered in the Cantigas, some of them are explicitly presented in first person as his own voice, and the opening represents the overall work as his own. 2

12 These are the Cathedral of Toledo MS BNIN MS 19646; Biblioteca Real Monasterio del Escorial MS T.1.1 (the so-called codex ricol); Escorial MS B.12 (códice de los misterios); and Biblioteca Nacionale Centrale di Firenze, MS Banco Rari 20.

13 Cantigas de Santa Maria, cantiga 209. "Muito faz grand' erro e em torto jae, a Deus que te traga e se que lhe faze." W. Meiering, Cantigas de Santa Maria, 3 vols. (Madrid: Castalia, 1986-9), provides a good edition, here vol. 2, 274-275. The translations here and throughout are from F. Klose-Kuhl, Songs of Holy Mary of Alfonsino X. The Wise (Brande: Akademie Center for Renaissance and Medieval Studies, 2000), here 251, with (here and throughout) occasional modification. In the Firenze Banco Rari manuscript, the cantiga and illumination occur at fol. 159v-a.

14 Here too there is a long bibliography, in which Norman Roth has been amongst the most active participants. See, for example, his "Jewish Translators at the Court of Alfonsino X," Thought 40, 239 (1985), 439-453; "Jewish Collaborators in Alfonsino's Scientific Work," in Emperor of Culture: Alfonsino X the Learned of Castile and His Thirteenth Century Renaissance, edited by R. L. Burns (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1990), 59-71, 223-230.


17 See e.g. Augustine, De evangelio Joannis crucris (Tractates on the Gospel of John), PL 52, 1443, 2.125; ibid., 1443, 2.126; ibid., 16 A.-C., who endorses the practice of putting gospel texts on
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